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Abstract 
An underexpanded jet has typical shock-cell structure and strongly oscillates, 
its behavior being known to cause many industrial problems. An underex-
panded jet radially issues from intake and exhaust valves of an internal com-
bustion engine, a pressure control valve and so on. When a supersonic jet ex-
hausted from a circular nozzle impinges on a flat plate, the wall jet formed on 
the plate often becomes underexpanded and spreads out radially. Such unde-
rexpanded impinging jet is one of models of supersonic jets on laser cutting 
process and glass tempering process. In this study, an underexpanded jet ra-
dially discharged from a circular slit nozzle, which consists of two cylinders, 
was experimentally examined for different nozzle pressure ratios and for dif-
ferent diameters of cylinder. Jet structure was analyzed by means of a visuali-
zation e.g. Schlieren method. A noise emitted from the jet was measured and 
the frequency of screech tone was analyzed. The experimental results were 
compared with those of a two dimensional jet issuing from a rectangular noz-
zle. Furthermore, a comparison of visualized sound waves with the screech tone 
frequency reveals that the sound source measured was in the vicinity of the 
end of the second cell and that the length of the second or third cell was one 
of the most important parameters to determine the frequency of the emitted 
screech tone. 
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1. Introduction 

The underexpanded radial jet occurs in a flow field around an intake valve in an 
internal combustion engine and a pressure regulating valve in a piping system. 
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In addition, when an underexpanded jet from a circular nozzle or a rectangular 
nozzle impinges on a plate at a relatively short distance between the nozzle and 
the plate, the wall jet spreading radially on the flat plate may also be underex-
panded [1]. Such a flow field is practically formed when an assist gas of a laser 
cutting machine or a quenching gas of tempered glass impinges on an object [2] 
[3] [4]. In this way, the underexpanded radial jet is a flow field occurring in 
many industries, and understanding the structure of the jet is very important 
from a viewpoint of engineering practice. Until now visualization experiments 
and numerical simulations of the underexpanded jet have been performed in 
order to grasp the structure of the jet. Numerical or experimental studies having 
been carried out so far by many researches reveal that the underexpanded jet is-
suing from a convergent nozzle emits a broadband noise at low frequency and a 
narrow-band noise at high frequency called screech. The frequency and the 
pressure level of the emitted noise have been analyzed, which is closely related to 
oscillation modes of the jet [5] [6] [7] [8] [9]. In addition, feedback mechanism 
that causes the screech to radiate has been studied [10]-[15]. However, many re-
searchers devote themselves to researches relevant to an axisymmetric or rec-
tangular free jet and a main jet of impinging jet. There has been little research on 
the characteristics of supersonic jets spreading on the wall after the jet impinge-
ment. The radial jet spreads like a disc, so that it is characterized by its width 
gradually narrowing in accordance with going downstream. Therefore, the cell 
length of the radial jet also decreases as it goes downstream. On the other hand, 
the cell length of the axisymmetric or rectangular jet does not decrease basically 
assuming that the flow is non-viscosity. Thus, the radial jet structure is different 
from that of axisymmetric or rectangular jet and the characteristics of acoustic 
noise generated in the flow field are also unique. The characteristics of broad-
band noise in radial jets were investigated by Y. Hiramoto et al. [16]. In this pa-
per, in order to elucidate the influence of a typical structure of the radial jet on 
the characteristics of broadband noise, the underexpanded radial jet is visualized 
and the jet structure is analyzed. The paper shows that the length of the 1st cell is 
closely related to the dominant frequency of the broadband noise and that the 
broadband noise is supposed to radiate from the end of the 1st cell. 

2. Experimental System and Method Introduction 

The experimental apparatus in this Study is shown in Figure 1. The compressed 
air is dehumidified by the air dryer and passes through the surge tank to remove 
the pulsation of the air. Finally, the air is supplied to two high-pressure tanks in 
a soundproofed room. The pressures in two tanks are kept equal each other by 
the valves with the aid of the manometer. The excess air is discharged to the out-
side of the room through the silencer. 

The ambient temperature and the air temperature in each high-pressure tank 
are ordinary temperature. Cylinders with inner diameter D1 and outer diameter 
D2 are attached to the high pressure tank. Those outlets are placed face to face 
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each other with gaps b = 2 mm as shown in Figure 2. Two kinds of cylinders, i.e. 
a cylinder with D1 = 10 mm and D2 = 12 mm and a cylinder with D1 = 14 mm 
and outer diameter D2 = 16 mm, are employed. The air supplied to the tank goes 
through the cylinder and its flow direction changes near the end of cylinder, and 
then the gap discharges the air into the atmosphere. The jet issuing from the gap 
spreads radially like a disc. The shape of the inner wall of the cylinder is de-
signed and processed with a curved surface so as to reach the sonic speed at the 
exit, and its inner surface is well-finished. In this study, the small gap between 
two cylinders is called “slit nozzle”. 

Figure 3 shows the optical system of the Schlieren method using for visualiza-
tion. A xenon flash is employed as a light source. The light emitted during 180 
ns becomes parallel light rays through the condenser lenses, the pinhole and the 
1st collimator lens. After passing through the radial jet, the light is collected on 
the knife edge. Finally, a side view of the radial jet is photographed. 

The sound measurement system of the flow field is shown in Figure 4. A 
sound emitted from the underexpanded jet has directivity, but it is known that 
the frequency of screech is small in angle dependency [6] [17]. The microphone 

 

 
Figure 1. Experimental apparatus. 

 

 

Figure 2. Geometries of nozzle. 
 

 
Figure 3. Optical system of the Schlieren method. 
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is pointed at the slit nozzle at 45˚ against the jet axis. The distance from the noz-
zle exit is r = 750 mm. To prevent the jet noise from reflecting from the experi-
mental setup, a sound insulation material is affixed on the nozzle outer wall oth-
er than the nozzle lip and the wall surface of the experiment equipment stand. 

3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. Flow Visualization 

Figure 5 shows the pictures of radial jet with the nozzle outer diameter D2 = 12 
mm, taken by Schlieren method using the optical system of Figure 3. The nozzle 
exit is located at the center of the upper part of the photograph. This is an image 
obtained by averaging 30 pictures taken randomly at each pressure ratio. The 
range of pressure ratio p0/pa is from 2.00 to 4.00, where p0 is the stagnation 
pressure in the high-pressure tank and pa the atmospheric pressure. Since the 
knife edge is arranged horizontally so as to block the upper half with respect to 
the focusing light, an expansion region of the jet is taken in dark. At p0/pa = 2.00 
in Figure 5(a), the cell structure is not observed in the jet. The jet stream gradu-
ally narrows as going to the downstream side, and eventually the boundary be-
comes unclear and mixed with the surrounding atmosphere. At p0/pa = 2.25 in  

 

 

Figure 4. Sound measurement system. 
 

 
Figure 5. Schlieren image (D2 = 12 mm). (a) p0/pa = 2.00; (b) p0/pa = 2.25; (c) p0/pa = 2.50; (d) p0/pa 
= 3.00; (d) p0/pa = 4.00. 
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Figure 5(b), the cell structure appears in the jet and 6 cells may be counted. The 
number of countable cells is 4 at p0/pa = 2.50 in Figure 5(c), and 3 at p0/pa = 3.00 
in Figure 5(d). p0/pa = 4.00 or more, no significant change is observed in the cell 
structure. 

3.2. Cell Length and Location of Density Wave Source 

Figure 6 shows one of instantaneous images of Schlieren pictures randomly taken 
at p0/pa = 4.80 with D2 = 12 mm. Circular arcs are observed where the density 
change is comparatively sharp. These density changes are suggested to originate 
from the jet because these circular arcs seem to surround the jet and are concave 
shape with respect to the jet. Comparing many instantaneous images with each 
other shows that these density changes propagate to the outer side as if sound 
waves were emitted from the jet and that they are emitted alternately to the left 
and right sides. Such antisymmetric phenomena were reported in rectangular 
jets [7] [8] [9]. Therefore, these are density waves, which are considered to be 
comparative strong sound waves visualized by means of Schlieren method. 

Figure 7 shows the cell lengths and the density wave generation location. Let 
the first cell length be L1, the second cell length L2, and the third cell length L3. 

 

 
Figure 6. Density waves generated from jet. 

 

 
Figure 7. Cell lengths and the density wave generation location. 
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These lengths are measured from the averaged image of Schlieren photograph. 
Additionally, the distance S is measured between the tube wall and the farthest 
point from the jet axis where the density wave is reachable. The source of density 
wave is assumed to exist at S downstream position in the jet. The location of 
density wave source is measured from the instantaneous Schlieren photograph 
as in Figure 6. 

Figure 8 shows the cell nodes (L1, L1 + L2, L1 + L2 + L3) of the radial jet and the 
density-wave source S with D2 = 12 mm. The ordinate is the distance from the 
nozzle exit to these locations and the abscissa the pressure ratio. The density 
wave was not observed at the lower pressure ratio than 4.40 and the analysis 
ranging from 4.40 to 6.00 was carried out. As the pressure ratio increases, the 
first cell length and the second cell length increase, but the third cell length does 
not increase much. At the pressure ratio from 4.40 to 5.20, the source of density 
wave is in the vicinity of the upstream side of the third cell. In the pressure ratio 
higher than that, the density wave source position moves to the downstream side 
as the pressure ratio increases. Figure 9 shows each cell lengths with D2 = 16 mm.  

 

 
Figure 8. Cell length and location of density wave source (D2 = 12 mm). 

 

 
Figure 9. Cell length (D2 = 16 mm). 
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As in the case of D2 = 12 mm, the length of each cell increases as the pressure ra-
tio increases. In the case of D2 = 16 mm, it was difficult to measure the length of 
the third cell because the structure of the third cell was not stable in the range of 
the high pressure ratio. In this paper, the length of the third cell was estimated. 
Assuming that the Mach angle against the jet axis in the second cell is equal to 
that in the third cell, the third cell length is estimated by the calculated Mach an-
gle in the second cell. 

The solid square in the figure is the estimated length of the third cell. It can be 
seen that the measured third cell length and the estimated third cell length are 
substantially the same in the pressure ratio range of 2.20 to 3.20. Therefore, the 
estimated length of the third cell is generally appropriate, and the adopted me-
thod is valid for grasping a rough tendency. 

3.3. Screech Frequency 

In order to investigate the frequency characteristics of the radiating density wave, 
the generation frequency was estimated using the visualized images. The result 
estimated from the visualized images was compared with the screech frequency 
of the jet noise measured by the microphone. As mentioned above, the density 
waves, or sound waves are emitted alternately to the left and right and the mi-
crophone is able to perceive the sound wave from only one side either on the left 
or the right. Therefore, in the case of estimating frequency using a visualized im-
age, the distances rL and rR are measured from the jet axis to the farthest points 
corresponding to the right and left density waves as shown in Figure 10. Using 
the difference L Rr r r∆ = − , the generation frequency fd of the density wave was 
calculated from the Equation (1). 

2
d

a

rf
c
∆

=                            (1) 

where ca is the ambient speed of sound. The generation frequency of the density 
wave from such analysis of the flow visualization is shown with a hollow mark in 
Figure 11. This plot is average value of 30 samples. The ordinate is frequency 

 

 
Figure 10. Measurement point of density wave. 
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Figure 11. Generation frequency of density wave and screech frequency. 

 
and the abscissa pressure ratio. The screech frequencies at D2 = 12 mm and 16 
mm are also shown as a solid mark. The screech frequency tends to decrease 
along with the increase of the pressure ratio. The generation frequency has the 
same tendency as the screech frequency. The screech frequency and the genera-
tion frequency fd of the density waves obtained from Equation (1) are in good 
agreement. Therefore, it can be considered that the arc-shaped density wave 
generated from the radial jet is the screech emitted from the jet. 

3.4. Strouhal Number 

Strouhal number St of screech frequency calculated using Equation (2) is shown 
in Figure 12. The ordinate is Strouhal number, and the abscissa the pressure ratio. 

j

BfSt
u

=                            (2) 

here f and uj are the fundamental frequency of the screech and the jet velocity at 
full expansion, respectively. Since the cell widths at the beginning and the end of 
the cell are different in the radial jet, a pseudo cell width B is evaluated as the 
representative length from Equation (3) using the Tam’s equation in the case of 
two dimensional jet [11]. 

( )
1
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M
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−

                        (3) 

In Figure 12, the dashed line is the Strouhal number obtained from the em-
pirical formula, Equation (3) derived from experiments of rectangular jet by 
Krothapalli et al. [7]. 

1.5
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=  
 

                        (4) 

where K = 0.89. Figure 12(a) shows the result of Strouhal number calculated by 
substituting the second cell length L2 for L. Strouhal number decreases together 
with the increase in pressure ratio. Strouhal numbers of the nozzle outer diameter  
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Figure 12. Strouhal number using pseudo cell width calculated from cell length. (a) L = 
L2; (b) L = L3. 

 
D2 = 12 mm and 16 mm are in good agreement and are close to the Krothapalli’s 
equation. Figure 12(b) shows the calculation result when L = L3. The empty tri-
angles mean the values obtained by actually-measured cell length and solid ones 
the values based by the estimated cell length as shown in Figure 9. It can be seen 
that the Strouhal number of radial jet at L = L3 quantitatively agrees well with the 
Krothapalli’s equation. Consequently, it is considered that the screech originates 
in the vicinity of the third cell. According to experiments of rectangular jet by 
Suda et al. [9], it is reported that the third cell has sources of screech. It is inter-
esting that the radiating positions of screech in the rectangular jet is same with 
the location of the cell length used in the calculation of the Strouhal number in 
the radial jet. This means possibly that growing-up and attenuation way of the 
disturbance along the jet boundary, which plays important role in deciding the 
screech frequency, has very similar structure in radial jet and rectangular jet. 

4. Conclusions 

The underexpanded jet spreading radially was visualized and the screech from 
the jet was measured. The relation was discussed between the jet structure and 
the screech characteristic. As a result, the following conclusions were drawn. 
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1) As the radial jet goes to the downstream, the cell width decreases and the 
cell length also decreases accordingly. Also, the number of cells decreases as the 
pressure ratio increases. 

2) Screech is emitted from radial jet. The result of the visualization showed 
that the position of the sound source exists in the third cell. 

3) Using the second cell length and the Mach angle is valid for the estimation 
of the length of third cell. 

4) A good agreement was obtained between Strouhal numbers using the 
pseudo cell width of the third cell and the empirical formula by Krothapalli. And 
the third cell length is important parameter to determine the screech frequency 
of the radial jet. 

As concluded above, the third cell plays very important role in radiating the 
screech from the radial jet, while this is restricted to two types of nozzles with D2 
= 12 mm and 16 mm in our experiment. In order to clarify in detail the occur-
ring mechanism of screech from the radial jet, many experiments should be car-
ried out. Especially, it is necessary that the radial jets from the slit nozzle made 
of cylinders with smaller diameter are examined, which have stronger radial ef-
fects by the nozzle’s shape. Such future works will make sound characteristics of 
the radial jet clear. 
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